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The latest marketing technology introductions, feature

updates, and acquisitions 



In comparison to last quarter, new product announcements

were down 35%, and feature announcements were down

7%.   

Acquisitions were down roughly 19% with 64 acquisitions

across 37 categories in Q3.

Investment in MarTech companies this quarter was $5.9B,

down 25% over the last quarter. See more details on where

investments were made on page 30.

To receive our weekly new product update and future

issues of this report please subscribe to the CabinetM

newsletter. Vendors, we encourage you to send your

product and feature announcements to

eross@cabinetm.com.

                                                                                       Allyson Delaney

                                                                                        CabinetM Marketing
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

ADVERTISING BY CHANNEL
Raydiant launched RaydiantTV, an app that allows

businesses to broadcast semi-live content to multiple

television screens and personalize their own advertising

space.

ADVERTISING: AD SERVING

& MANAGEMENT
DISQO launched Outcomes Lift, the cross-platform

advertising campaign measurement solution that provides

advertisers with increased visibility into the entire customer

experience journey.

ADVERTISING: BUY & SELL
Vibrant Media announced its sell-side solution that   allows

publishers to automate the process of adding and

maintaining relevant key-values in the programmatic

framework.

Minute Media launched a supply-side platform to provide a

more efficient and direct connection between publishers

and brands working within the programmatic advertising

ecosystem.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/raydiant/raydianttv
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/disqo/outcomes-lift
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/vibrant-media/vibrant-publishers
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/minute-media/minute-media-ssp
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

Criteo launched Commerce Max, a self-service, all-in-one

demand-side platform empowering enterprise marketers to

plan, buy and achieve measurable sales results across the

largest commerce ecosystem and enabling retailers to scale

their media program.

ANALYTICS: BEHAVIORAL
Kalibrate launched Competitive Insights, a mobility-based

analytics solution that enables retailers to see a real-time

view of consumer’s foot traffic patterns at a given location.

Iterable announced its AI Optimization Suite, allowing

brands to deliver outcome-based marketing strategies that

drive stronger, individualized customer experiences.

Zeenk released Contribution Profit Analytics, an e-

commerce analytics solution that seamlessly integrates all

necessary data from a customer’s sales channels and

marketing channels into the Zeenk platform.

ANALYTICS: BUSINESS

INTELLIGENCE
Diwo announced the Diwo Decision Intelligence (DI)

Platform, delivering an innovative analytics experience

designed to accelerate the path from data to decisions by

providing business users with AI-powered, actionable

recommendations in minutes rather than days.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/criteo/commerce-max
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/kalibrate/competitive-insights
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/iterable/ai-optimization-suite
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/zeenk/zeenk-contribution-profit-analytics
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/diwo/diwo-di
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

Omni announced its public launch as a Business

Intelligence platform that combines the consistency of a

shared data model with the freedom of SQL.

integrate.ai announced its privacy-preserving machine

learning and analytics platform that leverages federated

learning and differential privacy technologies to unlock a

range of machine learning and analytics capabilities on data.

Forethought launched Discover, the complete platform to

transform your entire customer service lifecycle, from

resolving common cases instantly to tagging and routing

tickets and assisting agents with relevant knowledge.

Alteryx announced Alteryx Server-FIPS, a version of its Server

offering that is aligned with the FIPS for data security and

computer systems for scheduling, sharing, and running apps

and models created in Alteryx Designer-FIPS for others in

the organization to leverage.

Alation launched Alation Cloud Service for Snowflake

designed for departments and organizations of all sizes to

start cataloging data on Snowflake’s platform.

White Shark Media launched AdClicks, a reporting software

for marketing agencies and freelancers.

AUDIENCE SEGMENTATION,

INTENT & TARGETING
LiftEngine released LaunchPad A.S.A.P., an Audience

Segmentation & Activation Platform that provides

marketers with automated customer data management

and unlimited access to hundreds of data elements for

advanced customer segmentation and campaign activation.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/omni/omni
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/integrateai/integrateai
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/integrateai/integrateai?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--pc7AA7aiB4ZZQR1malURKumiOrlrSa8h_SOzx25Yr-XSh_AKj9hcElG-bziohRYKn766f
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/forethought/forethought-discover
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/alteryx/alteryx-server-fips
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/alation/alation-cloud-service-for-snowflake
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/white-shark-media/adclicks
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/liftengine/launchpad-asap
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

BUSINESS PROCESS

AUTOMATION BY INDUSTRY
8×8 announced 8×8 Connect Automation Builder, a no-code

multiple-channel communications management solution

that offers a visual, effortless way to build communication

workflows that enhance productivity, flexibility, and

efficiency, regardless of coding expertise.

CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT
Givsly launched its Good Advertising solution that gives

advertisers a competitive edge by breaking through in a

cluttered landscape and driving real engagement.

CONTACT CENTER SYSTEMS

& ADMINISTRATION
Nextiva unveiled a communications and productivity

workhub that enables individuals and teams to manage all

conversations from a single place, boosting their

productivity and customer engagement.

S-NET Communications launched S-NET Engage, a

comprehensive, multi-flow contact center solution that

helps companies deliver seamless, automated, and

personalized customer experience journeys across channels

including voice, SMS, email, web chat, fax, and Facebook.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/8x8/8x8-connect-automation-builder
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/givsly/givsly-good-advertising
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/nextiva/nextiva-phone-app
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/s-net-communications/s-net-engage
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

CONTENT CREATION:

WRITTEN CONTENT
Writer launched CoWrite, a GPT-powered AI writing tool

that is trained based on a customer’s own content.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM (CMS)
Sitecore announced the Experience Manager (XM) Cloud,

their cloud-native, modern CMS empowering brands to

create, manage, and deliver relevant content at lightning-

fast speeds.

Lumavate launched Lumavate Content, a Content

Management System that makes it simple for organizations

to manage and reuse various types of content across an

unlimited number of digital experiences.

CONTENT MARKETING:

PRODUCTION & DISTRIBUTION
Gracenote launched the Gracenote ID Distribution System, a

platform that enables creators to leverage Gracenote IDs to

manage their content, streamline distribution and ensure

their content brands are well represented and easily

discoverable on major streaming services, connected TV

devices and MVPDs.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/writer/cowrite
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/sitecore/sitecore-experience-manager-xm-cloud
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/lumavate/lumavate-content
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/nielsen/gracenote-id-distribution-system
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

Outbrain released Keystone, a user journey and experience

platform that offers a holistic view of performance, across all

departments and all goals.

CONVERSATIONAL

MARKETING
Yellow.ai launched DynamicNLP™, enabling Dynamic AI

agents to learn on the fly, helping enterprises to set up

Conversational AI flows within minutes.

Vonage launched Vonage AI Studio, a low code/no code

tool to design, create and deploy customer engagement

solutions that operate in natural language using AI.

CORPORATE SOCIAL

RESPONSIBILITY
Countable launched its Enterprise ESG Portal, an all-in-one

solution for managing, measuring and magnifying ESG

strategy.

Plus Media launched the +Impact Hub, a proprietary SaaS

platform enabling organizations to create, measure and

optimize impact via audience engagement and analytics.

o9 Solutions launched a set of sustainability solutions

embedded in its integrated business planning platform,

helping improve the environmental and social impact of

their global supply chains.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/outbrain/keystone-by-outbrain
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/yellowai/dynamicnlp
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/vonage/vonage-ai-studio
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/countable/enterprise-esg-portal
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/media/impact-hub
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/media/impact-hub
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/o9-solutions/o9-sustainability-solutions
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

CUSTOMER DATA

PLATFORM (CDP)
Cloudera launched Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) One, an

all-in-one data lakehouse SaaS offering that enables fast and

easy self-service analytics and exploratory data science on

any type of data.

Ikue launched its CDP designed and built specifically for

marketing teams within telecoms operators.

C3 AI announced C3 AI ESG, an application that harnesses

AI and ML to enable companies to monitor, report, and

improve their ESG performance.

CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
Synup launched Messenger, a multi-location customer

communication solution that allows customers to get a

consolidated view to manage, and respond to multi-location

messages at scale.

Salesforce unveiled Salesforce Genie, a real-time CRM that

powers the entire Salesforce Customer 360 platform and

allows companies to deliver seamless, highly personalized

experiences across sales, service, marketing, and commerce.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/cloudera/cloudera-data-platform-cdp-one
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/ikue/ikue-cdp
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/c3ai/c3-ai-esg
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/synup/synup-messenger
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/salesforce/salesforce-genie
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

CUSTOMER JOURNEY/

LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
Braze announced Braze Canvas Flow, a next generation

journey orchestration tool that is designed to allow brands to

quickly build sophisticated customer experiences across

their channel mix.

LivePerson launched Contact Center Conversation Mining, a

revolutionary solution for tracking, measuring, and

optimizing customer experiences, powered by the Celonis

Execution Management System.

DATA MIGRATION
AVASOFT released AVAMIGRATRON, the Next-Generation

cloud-based Slack to Teams migration platform that comes

with myriad features to support enterprises with a secure

and seamless migration from Slack to Microsoft Teams.

EMAIL PLATFORMS
DirectIQ launched an email marketing automation platform

that enables businesses to launch effective email campaigns

by automating the process and integrating the platform

with numerous popular websites.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/braze-inc/braze-canvas-flow
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/liveperson/conversation-mining-app-by-liveperson
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/avasoft/avamigratron
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/directiq/directiq
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

ENTERPRISE DATA

MANAGEMENT
StarRocks announced a cloud-native version of its SQL

engine called the StarRocks Cloud, that simplifies the

delivery of real-time analytics projects and reduces the time

to business value for enterprises.

Flow Security launched their data security platform that

discovers and protects both data at rest and in motion.

Equifax launched the TotalVerify data hub, a multi-faceted

data and analytics hub that delivers fast results and offers

differentiated data and unique datasets through verification,

investigation, and monitoring solutions.

GTR announced their all-in-one Event Management Platform

that supports online registration, check-in and badge

printing, lead retrieval, and attendance tracking.

WorkOutLoud launched WorkOutLoud Venue, an all-in-one,

intuitive virtual event platform that provides extensive

management capabilities for hosting events of all sizes.

EVENTS: IN-PERSON

& VIRTUAL

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/starrocks/starrocks-cloud
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/flow-security/flow-security
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/equifax/totalverify-from-equifax
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/gtr/gtr
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/workoutloud/workoutloud-venue
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

HUMAN RESOURCES
Authenticx introduced a quality management solution to

strategically analyze contact center conversations and

proactively surface areas of improvement and opportunity.

IDENTITY RESOLUTION &

REGISTRATION
Persona launched Dynamic Flow, the first risk response and

verification engine that customizes the identity verification

process in real time for each user and use case.

INTELLIGENT AGENTS
TIBCO announced TIBCO ModelOps, a solution that helps

customers simplify and scale cloud-based analytic model

management, deployment, monitoring, and governance.

Anyword launched its free Social Media Post Generator that

can help you create engaging, high-quality copy for specific

use cases and social media platforms.

LEAD GENERATION
Verse launched Verse Capture, a chatbot alternative that

provides businesses with the ability to transform website

traffic into real-time 2-way text conversations.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/authenticx/quality-with-authenticx
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/persona/dynamic-flow
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/tibco/tibco-modelops
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/anyword/social-media-post-generator
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/verse/verse-capture
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

LIST DEVELOPMENT &

MANAGEMENT
Lusha launched Salesforce Data Enrichment, an automated

enrichment solution enabling users to continuously enrich

their Salesforce contact and company database’s with fresh

and relevant data.

MARKET RESEARCH
Forsta launched its Digital Diaries mobile ethnography app,

designed to obtain actionable, qualitative insights at scale.

BILDIT launched as a native mobile app development

platform specifically designed for retail and brand

eCommerce.

Appcues launched Appcues Mobile, a no-code solution that

enables anyone to quickly build, publish, and experiment

with on-brand mobile experiences that improve user

activation and retention.

MOBILE MARKETING

PAYMENTS
Kibo announced Kibo Subscriptions Management, allowing

retailers to provide their customers with convenient,

ongoing, recurring subscriptions of frequently used products.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/lusha/salesforce-data-enrichment
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/forsta/digital-diaries
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/bildit/bildit
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/appcues/appcues-mobile
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/kibo-commerce/kibo-subscriptions-management
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

PHOTOGRAPHY
Pixlr introduced Photomash Studio, its professional one-

click photo studio that is fully equipped with several editing

necessities all in one app.

Zenfolio launched PhotoRefine.ai, an app that employs AI to

vastly reduce the amount of time photographers typically

spend grouping, rating and culling images after a photo

session.

Attentive launched a text-to-buy solution built with

Shopify’s Shop Pay payments tool, allowing customers to

buy directly from within an SMS conversation.

PRODUCTIVITY &

WORKFLOW
Mimo Monitors launched their video conferencing software,

Unify Meeting, that combines the top three video

conferencing platforms into one user interface.

Zesty.io released the Marketplace, a portal for customers to

integrate their favorite technologies with Zesty’s headless

CMS at the core.

PRODUCT DISCOVERY

PLATFORMS

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/pixlr/photomash-studio
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/zenfolio/photorefineai
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/attentive-mobile/text-to-buy
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/mimo-monitors/unify-meeting
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/zestyio/zesty-marketplace
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

Hustle launched its Conversational Video Platform, a

comprehensive suite of solutions that leverages short-form

video to personally connect brands to consumers, scale

communication efforts and deepen trust.

Shoppable released Instant Shop, a prebuilt, hosted shop

that allows you to easily create an eCommerce storefront so

that you don't have to redirect your fans to other websites to

purchase.

AdAdapted announced add-to-cart, Shoppable Video Ads

that allows brands to seamlessly tell their brand story, while

increasing conversions and gathering critical customer

insight through mobile browser, mid-article or stand-alone

video.

Koji launched Video Shopping, an app that gives creators

the ability to earn revenue by sharing links within their video

content.

RETAIL: ECOMMERCE

Graphika announced Atlas, a subscription-based product

that provides intelligence derived from the communities

engaged with online conversations related to today’s most

pressing topics.

PUBLIC RELATIONS

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/hustle/hustle-conversational-video
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/shoppable/instant-shop
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/adadapted-inc/adadapted-video-ads
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/koji/koji-video-shopping
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/graphika/atlas
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

Bluehost launched a commerce solution that make it

simple for customers to launch their online stores, and

makes using WordPress easier by bringing together YITH

plugins and WooCommerce.

Kliken launched their AI-driven, purpose-built ad platform,

Kliken Ads, providing store owners the opportunity to

advertise on the Open Web, giving them reach beyond the

walled gardens of Google and Facebook and enabling

greater visibility at a lower cost.

AdBeacon launched its first party data tracking and ad

optimization platform that enables online advertisers,

especially Facebook marketers, to use their own data to

accurately target advertisers in real time.

Sinch announced AskFrank, its AI-enabled intelligent

question-answering search engine that uses AI to search

content, adding value to chatbots as an extension by

providing answers to questions that are not available in a

chatbot’s database by expanding its information access.

SEARCH ENGINE

MARKETING (SEM)

SMS MARKETING
Hustle launched Broadcast, a texting solution in the Hustle

platform that equips businesses and nonprofits with the

power to communicate with thousands of people in just one

click.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/bluehost/bluehost-wordpress-website
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/kliken/kliken-ads
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/adbeacon/adbeacon
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/sinch-chatlayer/askfrank-by-sinch
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/hustle/hustle-broadcast
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
IZEA announced IZEA Flex, a next-generation influencer

marketing platform that introduces end-to-end tracking of

social commerce, allowing marketers to easily measure the

impact of individual influencers on e-commerce revenue at

scale.

LTK announced the LTK Creator app, which allows creators

to schedule posts, share directly to social media, analyze to

optimize earnings, and create collections of multiple posts.

SOCIAL MEDIA MONITORING
Synthesio announced Topic Modeling, an AI-powered

discovery engine that automatically scans, categorizes, and

visualizes hundreds of thousands of online conversations in

only a few clicks using the power of machine learning.

QuestionPro launched CX Reputation, an all-in-one

platform for reputation management that monitors and

analyzes a company’s, brand’s or product’s public ratings

and review sites, turning them into actionable insights.

SOCIAL MEDIA

MANAGEMENT
PLANOLY launched Video Planner, a tool that simplifies

taking video content from “idea to post,” thanks to its ability

to plan and publish video content from one place.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/izea/izea-flex
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/ltk/ltk-creator-app
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/synthesio/topic-modeling
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/questionpro/questionpro-cx-reputation
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/planoly/planoly-video-planner
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS
Leap launched as a video chat conversation app that brings

curious minds together to learn and share insights from

experts and people who share their passions.

VIDEO CREATION TOOLS
VideoVerse announced the beta release of illusto, a cloud-

based intuitive video editing tool that empowers creators,

professionals and beginners to bring their impactful stories

to life.

Pictory launched an AI software tool that enables users to

easily create and edit high-quality branded videos.

Screencast-O-Matic introduced Stories, an integrated video

planning and creation tool that incorporates a storyboard

and scripting in an easy-to-use, drag-and-drop video

creation tool.

D-ID launched its proprietary Creative Reality™ Studio, a

self-service video platform that enables users to easily bring

photos to life and seamlessly generate high quality and

customized presenter-led content from a single image.

Nextech AR launched Toggle3D, an AI powered SaaS

platform that enables the creation, design, configuration

and deployment of 3D models at scale.

Dopple announced the Dopple platform, built to deliver

best in class 3D configuration and AR experiences for

leading eCommerce brands without the heavy lifting

required from developers in more traditional 3D/AR

applications.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/leap/leap
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/videoverse/illusto
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/pictory/pictory
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/screencast-o-matic/screencast-o-matic-stories
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/d-id/creative-reality-studio
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/nextech-ar/toggle3d
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/dopple/dopple
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

CommentSold launched Videeo, a live video commerce

technology solution that gives enterprises the ability to

deliver engaging, branded live video commerce experiences

by easily integrating live selling into an online retailers’

existing e-commerce stack.

VIDEO MANAGEMENT

WEB DEVELOPMENT &

DESIGN
Wishpond announced their Website Builder product that is

equipped and integrated with all of the marketing tools

needed to grow a business and increase online sales.

Designmodo released Siter.io, a no-code website builder

that allows users to design directly in the browser.

VIRTUAL & AUGMENTED

REALITY
Displai launched an AR platform that transforms regular

product packaging into interactive digitally enabled

packaging, opening the doors for brands to engage

consumers via their products.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/commentsold/videeo
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/wishpond/wishpond-website-builder
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/designmodo/siterio
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/immertia/displai
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Q3 2022 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

Perception Point released Perception Point Advanced

Browser Security, a web security solution which adds

enterprise-grade security to native Chrome and Edge

browsers.

Seraphic Security announced a browser security solution

for enterprises that works across any browser and any device.

Mimecast announced Mimecast X1, the cybersecurity

platform engineered to leverage a rich source of intelligence

to learn about people and how they collaborate.

Ntrinsec launched a key security automation platform that

eliminates security risks around encryption key reuse and

poor key management.

PlainID released its “Authorization-as-a-Service,” SaaS-

enabled Authorization Platform that simplifies management

with its Policy-Based Access Control (PBAC) framework

which allows you to create, manage and enforce the full

policy lifecycle in a user-friendly way.

ReasonLabs launched Online Browser Security, a web

extension that provides real-time, 24/7 protection against

malicious URLs, phishing, harmful extensions, suspicious

downloads, intrusive cookies and trackers, unauthorized

notifications, and pop-ups.

TransUnion launched TruValidate Device Risk, developed to

help businesses stop fraud based on device recognition,

context, device and user behavior.

WEB PERFORMANCE &

SECURITY

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/perception-point/perception-point-advanced-browser-security
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/seraphic-security/seraphic
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/mimecast/mimecast-x1
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/ntrinsec/ntrinsec
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/plainid/plainid-authorization-as-a-service
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/reasonlabs/online-browser-security
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/transunion/truvalidate-device-risk
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VENDOR 
ACTIVITY

SCAN THE NEW
FEATURE LIST TO SEE
IF YOU NEED TO CHAT
WITH YOUR VENDORS.
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VENDOR 
ACTIVITY

ARE YOU FULLY
UTILIZING ALL YOUR
TOOLS?
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VENDOR 
ACTIVITY

DO YOU KNOW WHAT
YOUR VENDORS ARE
UP TO?
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VENDOR 
ACTIVITY

IS IT TIME TO CHAT
WITH YOUR VENDORS?
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VENDOR 
ACTIVITY

HAVE YOU CHECKED
OUT THESE NEW
FEATURES YET?
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M&A 
ACTIVITY DOES 1 + 1 = 3?
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M&A 
ACTIVITY DOES 1 + 1 = 3?
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M&A 
ACTIVITY DOES 1 + 1 = 3?
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M&A 
ACTIVITY DOES 1 + 1 = 3?



Q3 2022 brought in 25% less than Q2 2022 for MarTech and MarTech-related companies. We

identified a total of $5.9B in investment this quarter.

  

Funding was spread across 50 categories with no category representing more than 16% of the

total. 
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LOOKING
AHEAD WHERE INVESTMENT IS

HAPPENING (Q3 2022)

67% of funding went to 16 companies whom each raised $100M or more. 

Top raises: 

Millions
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LOOKING
AHEAD WHERE INVESTMENT IS

HAPPENING (Q3 2022)

Millions



OCTOBER
2022

Questions?  Contact Erica Ross (eross@cabinetm.com)
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CabinetM helps modern marketing and sales teams manage the
technology they have and find the tools they need. The CabinetM
marketing technology management platform enables full lifecycle support
around technology discovery, qualification, implementation, and
management. 

Marketing teams using CabinetM gain critical visibility and leverage to
save time, money, drive revenue, and manage digital transformation. 

The company has built the industry’s most comprehensive database of
over 15,000 marketing tools across 500+ categories, and currently has the
largest set of marketing technology adoption data as a result of hundreds
of marketing stacks that have been built, and are being managed, on the
platform. CabinetM subscribers have full access to the aggregated,
anonymized data through StackInsights.


